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The information and research presented in this book was gathered by 
SCAD students as part of a GOOD560 class / SCAD SERVE in 
collaboration with Savannah Tree Foundation. 

The purpose was to present all our findings, recommendations, 
connections and more. 

PASS IT ON BOOK
GOOD 560  |  Spring 2022  |  Professor Scott Boylston
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Savannah’s Journey to 
Canopy Equity
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1. 2.
Overview

Context

Before delving into the rest of the 
project, we begin by giving some 
background information on who 
the Spring Good560 team is, who 
Savannah Tree foundation is, what 
stakeholders we’ve identified, what 
goals we were able to work towards  
where and how we intervened in this 
project.  

The 10 week collaborative project 
touches upon and applies many 
different theories, frameworks and 
texts about the role of designers 
when working with communities 
such as the ones in Woodville and 
Hudson Hill. We also learned about 
teamwork strategies to be able to 
come together and create a 
cohesive final product. 

Additionally, secondary research 
was done on existing Tree Canopy 
Reports that could inform the 
Savannah Tree Foundation on their 
work going forward. 
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4.

3.

5.

Future

Data

Appendix

As the GOOD 560 Spring Class 
closes off their chapter in this 
collaboration and hands off the 
reigns to GOOD 560 Summer class, 
we wished to share our insights so 
that they might have a foundation 
upon which to build their own 
findings and work and continue to 
gather comprehensive data that 
Savannah Tree Foundation may use 
going forward.  

Finally, we are presenting an 
interactive campaign initiative that 
could be realistically implemented in 
the coming months or years.

Our data collection went through an 
iterative process on both the  tree 
canopy survey and the 
beginnings of an ethnographic 
research approach. We gained 
insights throughout the process 
and applied them, and then learned 
how to take raw data points and 
apply them into interpretations and 
usable graphics that might be used 
as infographics by Savannah Tree 
Foundation to engender a response 
from residents of the City and 
Stakeholders who could collaborate 
in the future.  

All the documents future teams and 
Savannah Tree Foundation might 
need can be found here, as well as 
any additional content referenced 
throughout the book. 



1Overview
The Project.
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Background

. This class was the first of a two-part Design 

for Good initiative to collaborate with 

Savannah Tree Foundation. The second part 

will take place in the summer quarter of 2022.

In Spring 2022, our Design for Good 

class at SCAD collaborated with 

Savannah Tree Foundation to enhance 

Savannah’s urban tree canopy equity. 

Over the course of ten weeks, we 

worked to address the greatest areas 

of opportunity to increase overall 

community health. 

Our efforts focused on the city of 

Savannah’s west side, specifically 

the neighborhoods of Woodville and 

Hudson Hill.

Through countless hours of on-ground 

tree surveying, our goal was to 

develop engaging and informative 

data visualizations. We then 

incorporated those visuals into a 

proposal for Savannah Tree 

Foundation to implement further 

down the line. 

Our hope is that this collection of 

data helps Savannah Tree Foundation 

communicate with the public, develop 

new initiatives, and successfully 

obtain grants.
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The Team

The Spring GOOD 560 team was made 
up by 15 Graduate Students. Though 
most study Design for Sustainability as 
their next level studies, our team comes 
from a total of 10 different undergraduate 
disciplines, and represents 8 different 
countries. 

As this project changes hands, it might be necessary to 

contact members of the team that previously worked on 

this project. We’ve compiled a list of contact information 

including names, phone numbers, email addresses 

and additional information, which can be found in the 

appendix.

Who We Are

Contact
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Design for Sustainability M.F.A.

Design for Sustainability M.F.A.

Design for Sustainability M.F.A.
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Design for Sustainability M.A. Architecture M.A. Design for Sustainability M.F.A.
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The Foundation was founded in 1982 by a 
group of 3 women wishing to to discuss and fix 
environmental issues in the Savannah Area. 

Their objectives included a desire to protect 
Savannah’s urban tree canopy through planting, 
community engagement, and advocacy.

Savannah
Tree Foundation 
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Good 560 Spring Class, Savannah Tree 
Foundation’s Executive Director Zoe 

Rinkler and Development Coordinator 
Grace Wilson, SCAD SERVE’s Lauren 

Slaydon 

Photo Credit: Shreyas Athreya

This year marks the 40th anniversary of the 
foundation’s inception.

Some of their achievements  include the first and 
only conservation easement for a single tree in the 
United States.  That tree is the Candler Oak, located 
on SCAD property. They have also coordinated the 
planting of over 5,000 trees in Chatham County. 
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To enhance the City of Savannah’s ability to 
address inequitable application of healthy 
tree canopies.

To increase community health and wellness in 
low-wealth communities in Savannah, and reduce 
energy burdens for these communities, specifically 
in the face of increasing extreme heat events due 
to a changing climate.

By providing Savannah Tree Foundation a 
foundation to build a collaborative vision for a 
comprehensive and equitable tree management 
plan in Savannah, and to establish a carefully 
crafted data gathering process that can be applied 
in neighborhoods across the city.

How

Why

What

Wayfinding
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Photo Credit: Sophia Lee
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Photo Credit: Sophia Lee



When considering our purpose as a class, we thought it important to define our objectives as 
collaborators and working towards creating compelling data for Savannah Tree Foundation.
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Mission

Vision

To enhance Savannah Tree Foundation’s 
efforts in ensuring tree canopy equity 
through gathering and synthesizing data, 
experiences, and community relationships. 

To act as an unbiased bridge between the 
community and stakeholders by employing 
compelling and engaging data shown 
through a human-centered context.
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GOOD 560 Spring

4 main objectives:

• Survey the tree canopy and impervious surface   

  data in the neighborhoods of Woodville and 

  Hudson Hill and identify key factors for developing 

   a tree management plan in the future. 

• Conduct and compile ethnographic data (surveys,
   interviews, conversations, and secondary research)
   to better represent the views of the impacted 
   communities in Woodville and Hudson Hill.

• Share our findings with Savannah Tree Foundation 
   to help them move forward with their future 
   projects.

• Create compelling infographics that convey 
   the findings of our research that Savannah Tree 
   Foundation can use to build collaborative capacity
   for a comprehensive and equitable Savannah tree 
   management plan.

Objectives
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GOOD 560 Summer Class

Savannah Tree Foundation

Tentative objectives:
• The main focus of the Spring class is tree canopy
  health and identifying potential planting areas. 
  The Summer class will focus on Urban Heat Island 
  efects in the same areas. 

• Deepen understanding into ethnographic research. 
• Continue developing a body of compelling data 
  visualizations.

Projected objectives:
• Present proposals for grant money to continue   
  their ongoing goals

• Create a Comprehensive Tree Management Plan
  for the city of Savannah
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Sifting through the big issues

It’s easy to get carried away with 
assumptions. Because we are working 
with unfamiliar communities and data, we 
needed to ensure that our actions were 
not driven by biased assumptions. 

The Ladder of Influence, created by 
psychologist Chris Argyris, is a model that 
describes our often automatic thinking 
process that moves from fact to action. 
There are a number of steps between 
learning a fact or observing a reality and 
taking action based on what we believe 
is right. Quite often, we had to pause 
and refer back to the ladder to ensure 
we weren’t drawing from an interpreted 
reality or applying our own assumptions. 
Keeping this model in mind helped us to 
make thoughtful and intentional decisions, 
which informed the overall quality of the 
design outcome.

However, looking back, it’s good to reflect 
on some of the biases with which we 
began this project to reflect on what was 
accurate or inaccurate.

Assumptions
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While it will be time consuming to survey 100% of the Wood-
ville, Hudson Hill, and West Savannah, the activity in gener-
al will be safe for pedestrian surveyors based on sufficient 
physical infrastructure.

Neighborhood residents will not scrutinize our work and will 
be excited about the possibilities of a Tree Canopy Survey, 
learning about UHI and how a Tree Management Plan could 
potentially better the quality of life in their neighborhoods. 

West Savannah will have a poor or unkempt tree canopy 
when compared to tree wealthy neighborhoods such as 
Ardsley Park because the city doesn’t invest in the planting 
and maintenance of lower-income neighborhoods, however 
the infrastructure will be similar.

02

03

04

Targets

Our presence would not 
be scrutinized

Canopy poverty

Savannah Tree Foundation wants this study and data to 
identify where they can plant more trees in the targeted 
neighborhoods.

More trees are better

01
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Strategies of implementation, presentations of our 
findings, theories, iteration process

Communicating our findings to a wider audience 
through infographics and informational content

Inviting a Response

Communicate

On-ground collection of data:
Both tree canopy assessment survey and 
ethnographic survey

Ground Truth

Our Process
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Locations

Ardsley Park

1st Survey Activity

Control Environment

Duration: 1h30min

77 lots surveyed

5 streets

March 1
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Woodville Hudson Hill

Survey Iiterations

1st Focus Environment

Duration: 117 hours (estimate)

568 lots surveyed

28 streets

Survey Implementations

2nd Focus Environment  

Duration 94 hours (estimate) 

567 lots surveyed

14 streets

May 

10 / 19
March 5 

/ April 25

Note: The duration times mentioned here are reflecting only the time for the on-ground surveys. 
An equally extensive amount of time was needed for the preparation and data input asspects. 

More about this process in Section 3. 
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Throughout the process we’ve identified 
a number of stakeholders in tree canopy 
equity. Some of them are already working 
with Savannah Tree Foundation toward 
canopy equity and a comprehensive tree 
management plan. 

Others were mentioned to us as 
organizations or institutions to keep in 
mind during this work.

Because this visualization was created by 
a team with limited awareness for existing 
collaborative efforts to improve basic 
green infrastructure in Savannah, it should 
be seen as a sketch, and as an inspiration 
for Savannah Tree Foundation to engage in 
a purposeful stakeholder mapping exercise 
in order to ensure an inclusive approach.

Stakeholders

Savannah 
College of Art and 

Design

Dale Thorpe 
(Ardsley Park)

Kraton 
Chemical

Mary 
Landers

(Savannah 
News Radio)

International 
Paper 

Company
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Engaged

Considered

Savannah 
College of Art and 

Design

Pastor 
Marsha Buford

(West Savannah)

Lucille Jackson
(Hudson Hill 

Neighborhood 
Association 
President)

SCAD SERVE

100% Savannah

Dale Thorpe 
(Ardsley Park)

Port Authority
Representative

Dawud Shabaka
(Harambe House)

Tyrone Ware
(Woodville 
Community

Leader)

Citizens & 
Residents

Chatham Area Transit
CAT

Savannah
Police Department

Savannah
Fire 

Department

Central 
Transport

International

Longshoremen 
and Colonial 

Oil

International 
Paper 

Company

Bernetta Lanier 
(City Alderwoman)

Nick Deffley 
(Office of Sustainability)

Paula Kreissler 
(Executive Director
 Healthy Savannah)
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Earth Day 2022 Volunteer Work

The Winter DMGT 740 class 
worked with 100% Savannah to 
create a cultural probe to better 
understand citizens’ understanding 
of sustainability and their energy 
sources. 

The probe was simple, playful, and 
interactive, and it was achieved 
by engaging the people who 
attended Earth Day. The technique 
implemented by the team proved to 
be successful as they approached 
their questions in the form of a 
game, and the gamification of 
the probe made people more 
engaged. A three-part probe 
focused on participants’ priorities, 
knowledge, and experiences. It 
helped us understand the problems, 
obstacles, and knowledge of the 
people of Savannah. The results 
were compiled by the DMGT 740 
team and passed on to the City of 
Savannah for further action. 

It was a beneficial experience 
for the GOOD 560 team to 
participate in the cultural probe. 
The probe’s success helped us 
understand the variables and 
techniques we need to include 
in our probes in the future. The 
experience gave us a valuable 
perspective on approaching and 
interacting with the community 
members and gathering useful 
information in new and exciting 
ways. 

The 100% Savannah taskforce 
could be a good ally for Savannah 
Tree Foundation in the future.  
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Saturday, April 23, 
Tatemville, Live Oak Park, and Joseph Tribe Park



2Context
Research &.



Before jumping into surveying, we 

began researching in order to better 

comprehend the context of our urban 

tree canopy. The following pages offer 

a baseline understanding of why 

urban tree canopies are important, 

who suffers from climate inequities, 

and what a tree management plan 

should look like. 

The data we collectedt will hopefully 

inform a new tree management plan 

for Savannah, so it was imperative 

we find inspiration from other cities’ 

plans, like Pittsburgh and Ithaca. 

Our underlying design approach 

builds on Amartya Sen’s Capability 

Approach that centers the wellbeing 

and agency of individuals based on 

the real freedoms they have to direct 

their day-to-day lives in a way that 

is consistent with their culture and 

values. 

Rather than design for the end user, 

we envision a design process that 

includes community voices. 

The end result amplifies the user’s 

ability to contribute to and impact 

their environment. 

Establishing a Foundation

.
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An urban forest is comprised of trees that 
grow in and around human settlements 
and interact with humans. 

This includes farms, trees, lawns; 
all count as a forest. 

• Clean and cool air
• Health improvements
• Carbon sequestration  
• Increased property   
   values
• Benefits to wildlife
• Energy savings
• Absorb stormwater 
   and mitigate flooding

What is it?

Urban Forest

Benefits

• Lowered pavement 
   maintenance costs by reducing 
   heat
• Green stormwater  
   infrastructure: moving water 
   from urban areas to nature 
   without concrete 
• Tree roots stabilize and absorb
    water from retention pond

• Shade: 
Trees directly impact temperature; even in the shade there 
is a 20 degree difference for asphalt and dirt. Shade is 
better for trees too, as radiant heat is damaging to trees. 



The forest was composed of trees such as Longleaf 
pine, Sugarberrys, Chinaberries, AmericanSycamore 
Trees. The 1893 hurricane was a main destructive 
force, but other factors such as logging contributed 
as well. 

Live Oaks were commissioned to replant after 
the 1893 hurricane. However they were all planted 
10-15 years after each other , and will die out 
at around the same time, around 2040. Other 
trees planted included Sugarberry, Chinaberry, 
Sycamore, though there are some that remain, 
they have mostly died out because of blights, 
stressors and age.

In Chatham county, 21,499 acres have been lost in 
the last 22 years. The equivalent of 3 football fields 
per day. Mostly this is caused by development, 
storms and hurricanes, and also the increased 
stress of climate change like drought; improper 
care, or lack of education.

Savannah will boast a resilient, multispecies, varied 
in age, healthy forest in perpetuity.

1800’s

1900’s

Present Day

In the Future
4th

3rd

2nd

1st

History  of Savannah’s Urban Forest

Forest

Forest

Forest

Forest
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An unfortunate reality is that it is easier 
to cut trees than gain approval to plant 
new ones, and 168,000 trees planted is 
necessary to offset the losses since 2014. 

These losses might be caused because of 
pests and diseases that target deciduous 
trees, because of an increase in stressors, 
such as climate change (for example,  
Native Dogwood no longer thrives in this 
zone), because of the massive clear cutting 
in West Savannah as a direct consequence 
of the 60% growth and development 
of the port, or other unaccounted for 
reasons.

A lack of education around natural 
resources and their benefits, or the lack 
of enforcement of existing codes and 
ordinances is also prevalent, and it’s 
important for residents to understand 
the difference between replacement vs. 
retention of trees. Though planting new 
trees is important, these newer trees will 
take 80+ years to have same benefits as 
exist currently, and so protecting what 
already exists is just as important. 

These are all reasons Savannah is in 
need of a forest management plan that 
both accounts for  diversity and protects 
against losses. 

Obstacles
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What if Savannah 
invested in the 
conservation of 
their trees the same 
way they invest in 
the conservation 
of the historical 
buildings?

Savannah’s historic trees are just as 
important as its historic infrastructure. 

GOOD560 class in conversation with Savannah Tree Foundation. 
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Understanding
Urban Heat Island

Boundary Layer (BLUHI)

Canopy Layer (CLUHI)

Surface Urban Heat Island (SUHI)

03

02

01
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Surface Urban Heat Island

This refers to the fact that built environments 
(i.e., lots of buildings) are usually much hotter than 
natural or green spaces. Exposure to intense heat 
can cause dehydration, heatstroke, loss of focus, 
and even death. 

Unfortunately, in cities across the United States, 
people of color (POC) as well as those living 
below the poverty line are disproportionately 
exposed to these heat islands. 

Furthermore, there is only a 10% overlap between 
those two groups, meaning the exposure of one 
group doesn’t account for the exposure of the 
other. 

According to our readings, solutions should be 
localized, since POC and those living in poverty 
are not distributed the same way in every city, and 
citizens should get involved and make their needs 
and voices heard. 

POC Poor People

10% overlap
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Master Tree 
Management Plans

Atlanta

2012 2012

Pittsburgh
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Ithaca Chatham County

2014 2021
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Similar to Savannah, Pittsburgh’s Native 
American population was pushed out of 
what became the city. It then transformed 
from relying mostly on trade to becoming 
an industrialized and important 
manufacturing and commercial center to 
the region, known as the steel capital of 
the world at one point. To make room for 
more industry, the trees were cleared out, 
since their value and benefits at the time 
were not understood. 

After the collapse of the region’s steel 
industry, Pittsburgh successfully adapted 
by successfully shifting its industry base 
to health care, education, technology, and 
financial services. The role Pittsburgh’s 
urban forest played in this remarkable 
transformation is significant, as Pittsburgh’s 
urban forest, including trees on public 
and private land, contributes to the city’s 
livability. 

A 20 year plan

Pittsburgh
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This Urban Forest Master Plan was 
intended to bring the community 
together around a shared vision for the 
urban forest, and ensure that it thrives 
for future generations.

To do so, they implemented a framework 
that included the relationship between 
trees, people and places; a coordinated 
effort of all public and private entities 
working together; and a planning and 
evaluating process based on an Adaptive 
Management Plan. 

The vision was that over the next 2 
decades, Pittsburgh’s urban forest would 
become a vital and well-managed asset 
that is locally valued and nationally 
recognized for its positive social, 
environmental, economic, and public 
health impacts on the community and 
the greater region. It has five keystones: 
connect, engage, manage, plan and 
protect. There are 15 goals and 15 priority 
recommendations connected to these 
keystones.  

“
The community most valued trees for their 
ability to improve the quality of life and help 
define Pittsburgh’s character. 

Tell Us Your Tree Story Campaign 
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Atlanta

•  Address short and long term maintenance 
    needs for inventoried public trees
•  Understand the needs of existing urban forest in
    three surveyed areas 
    - Downtown Area 
    - Expanded Area
    - Atlanta Downtown Improvement Area 
•  Project a maintenance schedule for proactive 
    tree care

Goals of the Report

The City of Atlanta commissioned 
the Davey Group to develop a 
comprehensive tree management plan. 
To accomplish this, the Davey Group 
executed a data analysis of the city’s 
trees, stumps, and planting sites in two 
distinct areas: city right of way (ROW) 
and public parks. 

The analysis found that, overall, the 
diversity and condition of trees in 
public parks was greater than in the 
city ROW. The Davey Group also 
found a high number of tree grates 
throughout the city. They advised 
against grates in their plan, explaining 
how they stunt tree growth and 
damage the tree.

Overall, the proposed plan 
emphasized proactivity in keeping 
up with the maintenance and 
planning of trees in both city ROW 
and public parks. A proactive tree 
management (versus a reactive one) 
ends up increasing safety, reducing 
long-term tree maintenance costs, 
and increasing environmental and 
economic benefits from trees. The 
key takeaway from this reading is 
that putting a priority on a city’s 
trees will be better for the city’s 
budget and overall health.
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Ithaca has several strategies for managing 
their urban canopy. They  have lots of 
policies and specifications regarding urban 
trees as well as the Parks and Forestry 
Division they work alongside. Their city 
is also divided into eight management 
areas to make tree management more 
efficient. Finally, they have an active Arbor 
Day program to promote community 
engagement.  

Volunteers are an important part of  
Ithaca’s urban canopy management 
strategy. There are two main volunteer  
organizations: the Citizen Pruners, and the 
Shade Tree Advisory Committee (STAC). 
The Citizen Pruners are trained volunteers 
that  support the Parks and Forestry 
Division with tree pruning. The STAC is  
an influential group that oversees policy, 
inventories, and engagement  as well as 
being authorized to advise public works 
on issues of tree planting, removal and 
maintenance.

Ithaca
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Classifying the land

An Assessment of Urban Tree Canopy 
in Chatham County was prepared for 
Savannah Tree Foundation by Carson 
Menkes, an inter in 2021, with the purpose 
of tracking the changes in land cover and 
vegetation between those 2016-2021. This 
was done by using satellite imagery. 

Savannah Tree 2021 
Canopy Assessment

Provide a baseline for environmental 
planning programs, policy- making, city 
forestry budgeting and maintenance, and 
education / outreach /awareness. 

Goals of the Report
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49.35% tree canopy cover across Chatham County

Surface Impervious

2021 Percent Vegetation 
Cover by Municipality
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Patterns

All four Forest Master Plans look to 
booster citizen initiatives, resident 
benefits, booster the planting of park trees 
vs street trees, and park diversity vs street 
diversity. 

Citizens engaged in these proposals of 
neighborhood initiatives and solutions 
and residents benefitted from outreach 
and education campaigns in their 
neighborhoods geared towards trees. 

What We Learned
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Citizen 
Involvement

Resident 
Benefits

Public Safety
Angle

Park Trees 
more than 

Street Trees

Park Diversity 
more than 

Street Diversity
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10 weeks and 15 people with diverse 
commitments can be difficult to manage. 
Conflicts are unavoidable, but the 
GOOD560 team took this experience as 
an opportunity to work on our individual 
strengths and shortcomings in group 
settings. 

Early on we learned about Patrick 
Lencioni’s Five Dysfunctions of a Team, 
as a base on how to avoid common team 
challenges situations.

Overal, though there where difficult 
moments, the team was able to come 
together to create a powerful body of 
work. 

A Healthy Team 

Teambuilding 
Strategies
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AVOIDANCE 
OF

ACCOUNTABILITY

LACK
OF

COMMITMENT

FEAR
OF

CONFLICT

ABSENCE
OF

TRUST
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From the beginning of the quarter, the GOOD 
560 class has been collaborating with DMGT 
732 class, which is taught by Professor Miller. We 
collaborated on various aspects, and throughout 
the quarter, they have been interacting with our 
class by joining us on our surveys and inviting a few 
of our classmates to join their class to brief them 
on our process. 

Based on our inputs and their observations, the 
DMGT 732 class created a workshop catered to 
our class. Few of our team members attended this 
interactive and fun workshop, which was structured 
to help our team function better. A few highlights 
of this workshop are as follows. 

GOOD 560 x DMGT 732

Inter-class 
collaboration

Overall, collaborating with DMGT class was an 
engaging and informative experience. They helped 
us understand problems and armed us with tools 
that we could use to resolve issues and thrive as a 
team in the future.
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•  Understanding team dynamics: 
Our team members were asked a series of questions about 
our experience as a team to assess our functioning. They also 
concentrated on learning about the team’s structure with prompts 
and activities. 

•  Finding conflict in the team: 
To understand our team dynamics and functioning in the next step, 
they provided us with a series of prompts and activities, they were 
able to point out a few major problems we were facing as a team. 

•  Understanding the reason for conflict: 
Keeping problems in mind, they closely examined the reason for the 
occurrence of the problem in the team and made our team mem-
bers approach the problem holistically by understanding the reason. 

•  Creating a framework to resolve the conflicts: 
After figuring out the conflict and understanding the reason for the 
conflict, we figured out the best way to resolve the conflict through 
a series of prompts and activities.

•  Solutions: 
With their interactive workshop, activities, and prompts, they 
helped our team members to structure our equitable solution and 
team building. This helped our team resolve pre-existing conflicts 
and lingering issues that damaged team dynamics. They also provid-
ed us with team-building exercises.  

01

02

03

04

05
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.
Information Gathering

While our approach didn’t yield as 

many results as we’d hoped for, we 

learned a great deal about how to 

improve the process. Our rigorous 

iteration of the tree surveying process 

has resulted in a highly refined 

process that can be replicated 

throughout Savannah by Savannah 

Tree Campaign and other aligned 

organizations, and may even prove to 

be helpful to other cities.  

We compiled all that data into one 

comprehensive spreadsheet, which 

we set out to visualize. 

Armed with the previous knowledge, 

we set out to collect the data. 

After an initial training session with 

Savannah Tree Foundation, our tree 

survey process evolved over time. 

After a few iterations, we found 

the sweet spot that enabled us to 

collect data from all of Woodville and 

Hudson Hill. 

We aimed to develop ethnographic 

data alongside our quantitative tree 

survey data. 
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Ardsley Park was a planned 
community neighborhood that began 
in the 1920s. Each block has trees on 
the sidewalks and public spaces, as 
well as various parks. There is a public 
right of way in lawns, so the city 
government controls and maintains 
those trees. 

This was our first incursion into 
what the data collection process 
would look like. The GOOD 560 
team, the DMGT 732 team, and 
Savannah Tree Foundation were 
met by Dale Thorpe to learn some 
history about the neighborhood. As 
a control environment, the classes 
were split into teams of 3-4 members 
and tried to assess 5 streets in the 
neighborhoods with the process 
shown to us by Sydney Young of 
Savannah Tree Foundation. This was 
in preparation for the work to be 
done in the neighborhoods west of 
Savannah.

Ardsley Park
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From left to right: 
Lia Alemán (GOOD 560), Sydney Young of Savannah Tree 
Foundation, Dale Thorpe, Zoe Rinkler and Scott Boylston. 

Photo Credit: Sophia Lee
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Ardsley Park is a tree wealthy 
neighborhood, with a good variety of 
tree heights and ages, and is mostly 
shaded because of that canopy. The day 
we set out was sunny, but in parts of the 
streets the canopy always made the light 
speckled.  

However, there are some unreliable 
variations because of circumstances 
outside of our control, such as weather, 
fences, or not having access to the entire 
lot. Those variables made it difficult to 
analyze the exact amount of trees, which 
made the process unprecise. 

Our Observations

Preliminary 
Findings
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are wealthy, so it can be assumed 
that most of the residents have 
at the least one car, sometimes 
we could view more than one. 

Ardsley Park has a good balance 
of impervious and pervious 
surfaces. The average impervious 
surface was 64%. 

Most have driveways Average % impervious

The properties in Ardsley Park 
are diverse in architecture, and 
size, but all the lots have houses 
constructed. 

The tree quantity is majorily 
established and healthy in 
Ardsley park, with a good variety 
in size and species. 

No empty lots Tree quality & quantity

Lawn 
temperature in 
direct sun

Lawn 
temperature in 
shade

Road 
temperature in 
direct sun

Road 
temperature in 
shade

95º 68° 103° 77°

75°F air temperature
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Lot pictures taken by the GOOD560 class of Ardsley Park
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The area that became Hudson Hill, West Savannah 
and Woodville originally belonged to the Yamacraw. 
In 1757, the lands were handed over to the crown 
who then distributed them to colonists. It then 
became the Royal Valley Plantation. 

People settled in the area during the early 20th 
century, and residential development happened in 
the late nineteenth century. 

Work was the magnet that brought families into 
West Savannah, Hudson Hill and Woodville, 
primarily through the railroad. However, this began 
to decrease by the 1970s, and crumbled in the 
1990s. 

The story of the 
Western Savannah 
Neighborhoods

On one of our secondary research incursions, we stopped by the Public Library of Savannah’s historical records. 
There we discovered the book Low Land and the High Road: Life and community in Hudson Hill, West Savannah, and 
Woodville Neighborhoods. The information on this page comes from that source. 
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The neighborhood of Woodville be-
gan in 1870 and self organized into 
the foundation of what we see today. 
Annexed into the city municipality in 
1982, Woodville gained little support 
from this redistricting. 

By 1909, the space had transitioned 
into an industrialized zone, with the 
train/street car as the backbone of 
moving workers from and to their 
homes. In the span of a century, 
Woodville grew from a rural, sparsely 
settled area to a well-defined neigh-
borhood that expanded because of 
the industrial development along the 
river and the railroad.

Some facts about the neighborhood

Woodville

Approximately one-third of housing in 
Woodville was built before 1960, and 
12% of Woodville’s homes constructed 
between 1990 and 2000. 

This statistic is a little outdated now, 
because a lot of development is hap-
pening in recent months, which we’ve 
verified from our on ground surveying, 
and comparing construction sites to 
outdated satellite images.
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Woodville Community unveiling sign 

•  Raising funds for street lights and fire hydrants

•  Expediting street paving and residential natural gas 
    connections

•  Bolstering police protection and establishing a 
    Neighborhood Watch

The Woodville Community Action 
Organization has been responsible for:
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Woodville Community Meeting Notes

Abandoned and/or empty lots in 
the neighborhood present a 
significant problem for safety, 
neighborhood real estate values, 
and sense of connection. 

Several community members spoke 
up about reports they made to the 
city compliance officer about illegal 
dumping, overgrown yards, and 
other violations they wanted to be 
addressed. Officer Clark, in code 
enforcement, discussed updates 
about lots with these issues at 
length.

 It became increasingly evident 
that the legal processes necessary 
to make lot owners follow through 
with clearing debris and rubbish on 
their land were arduous and often 
took months to result in action. 
With all lot dumping, the owner is 
considered responsible, even if they 
are not the party who perpetrated 
the dumping. This can result in an 
extensive build-up of steps wherein 
the code officer writes a violation, 
and the lot owner needs to present 
in court. 

This bureaucratic system was a 
reminder of how difficult even 
health and safety violations can 
be to address.

The talk of neighborhood dumping 
brought to our attention a means 
in which surveyors can better 
provide a service to the community 
and foster goodwill: by picking up 
trash by the road as we survey, 
we show residents that we have a 
commitment to the neighborhood 
as well. This could be an effective 
means of enhancing connection and 
potentially collecting ethnographic 
data.
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Wednesday, April 13, 18:00  127 Darling Street 31408

The other major issue discussed 
with both the representative from 
the Georgia Port Authority (Brandi 
Adams) and city representative was 
truck traffic exponentially increasing 
with the growth of the port. 

The noise pollution, traffic, and 
damage to road infrastructure 
from these large vehicles has taken 
its toll on the community. Efforts 
to get the city to take action and 
protect the neighborhood have 
been largely ignored – from traffic 
calming measures to vehicle size 
limits, the city has done nothing for 
the neighborhood and in several 
instances ruled the issue  ‘solved’. 

This, in turn, creates more 
distrust in the community that the 
government will act in their best 
interests and represent their needs. 

This will be an important 
consideration moving forward, as 
they may see SCAD as more closely 
aligned with the city and better 
served by the City of Savannah 
and thus not aligned with their 
experiences as Woodville residents.
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Lot pictures taken by the GOOD560 class of Woodville
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72  After our trial survey in Ardsley Park, we already 
knew that we wanted to make changes to our 
process. This began with just simple changes to the 
survey sheet such as changing the way we recorded 
tree health and adding in whether or not it was a 
corner lot.

Woodville took us quite a while to survey. 
One of the largest things that we changed was 
introducing the prep stage. 

In the beginning, we had to use a phone to look 
up the SAGIS information which was problematic 
because of the lag of the webpage, as well as the 
need to recite the address, SAGIS pin, owner of 
the lot, and the acreage. 

By moving this step to our prep stage, it saved 
us a lot of on ground time. Another key insight 
we gathered was that having a physical map was 
necessary. 

Data Collection 
& Iteration
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First Survey Sheet used in Ardsley Park

Version of a Survey Sheet used in Woodville

Final Version of Survey Sheet used in Hudson Hill
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For the beginning of Woodville, groups were 
assigned streets and were given the survey sheets 
with the SAGIS information already filled out, but 
there was no map. The constraints of not having 
a physical map were especially apparent when 
surveying multiple empty lots at once.

Once we refined our surveying to the three parts 
of prep, process, and post, we were able to make 
surveying as easy as possible. However, we knew 
that we needed to figure out the most effective 
way to teach others, as well as teach Savannah 
Tree Foundation how to teach others how to 
survey. 

We began with a master document that detailed 
our process from beginning to end from creating 
the maps and filling out survey sheets to how to 
handle multiple teams out surveying at once and 
inputting large amounts of data that come through 
from each team into one place. 

Although we tried to make it as easy as possible to 
understand, we knew that if this sheet was shared 
with people volunteering to survey for a short 
period of time, it would be too overwhelming and 
confusing to someone who hasn’t surveyed before. 
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The written instructions to the Survey Process and the 
Video File can both be found on the Google Drive.

In order to create more accessible 
instructions, we decided that the use of 
video would be the easiest for others to 
digest. 

We love how something so abstract 
becomes easy to comprehend and make 
others excited to get out and survey!

It is our hope that Savannah Tree 
Foundation can use it in the future to 
not only make first time surveyors more 
confident, but to share the surveying 
enthusiasm developed within our team 
over the 10 week process.

Tutorial Video
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Good 560 Completed Sections

Please add the completed sections with the names of who did them and the date they were 
completed in the descriptions

Boundaries

West Savannah

Proposed Park (railroad
property)

Shreyas & Seth

OLO, OSnow, Kiera, Khun

DNE

DNE

osnow, olo, tanvi, kiera, khun
4/20

Don't worry bout it

Darling St is so pretty

Maria has pics, Olo has sheet

dont worry bout this lil strip of
road

osnow, olo, tanvi, kiera, khun
4/20

pics are on olo's phone, olo has
sheet

Done

kiera, osno, khun, maria 4/20

Olivia L is writing the sagis out 

Woodville

Map used by GOOD560 team to communicate virtually 
what sections of the map had been completed. 

Good 560 Completed Sections

Please add the completed sections with the names of who did them and the date they were 
completed in the descriptions

Boundaries

West Savannah

Proposed Park (railroad
property)

Shreyas & Seth

OLO, OSnow, Kiera, Khun

DNE

DNE

osnow, olo, tanvi, kiera, khun
4/20

Don't worry bout it

Darling St is so pretty

Maria has pics, Olo has sheet

dont worry bout this lil strip of
road

osnow, olo, tanvi, kiera, khun
4/20

pics are on olo's phone, olo has
sheet

Done

kiera, osno, khun, maria 4/20

Olivia L is writing the sagis out 

Woodville
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Good 560 Completed Sections

Please add the completed sections with the names of who did them and the date they were 
completed in the descriptions

Boundaries

West Savannah

Proposed Park (railroad
property)

Shreyas & Seth

OLO, OSnow, Kiera, Khun

DNE

DNE

osnow, olo, tanvi, kiera, khun
4/20

Don't worry bout it

Darling St is so pretty

Maria has pics, Olo has sheet

dont worry bout this lil strip of
road

osnow, olo, tanvi, kiera, khun
4/20

pics are on olo's phone, olo has
sheet

Done

kiera, osno, khun, maria 4/20

Olivia L is writing the sagis out 

Woodville
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Survey Process

Prep
01
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Process Post
0302
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Savannah Area Geographic Information 
System (SAGIS) provides access to geo-
spatial data on a standardized and acces-
sible platform. SAGIS can be reached on 
desktop or mobile.

Every parcel of land in the city of Sa-
vannah has a specific pin that will never 
change and is more accurate than ad-
dresses, which is effective considering that 
there are many empty lots and buildings 
without proper numbering, etc.

About SAGIS

Prep

w
w

w
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Mapping out the total coverage area (i.e. 
the neighborhood) and adding it to the 
physical survey was a huge innovative 
leap and time saving tool. Through trial 
and error, we found that making a physical 
map for the on ground team to have is the 
most efficient way to ensure accurate lot 
delineation and congruence with the data 
input that happens after surveying. We 
used a custom google map that could be 
collaboratively seen and edited by all team 
members. 

Map
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It was important to print out the SAGIS 
map beforehand and number all the lots 
on each street. We then filled out the 
survey forms before going out, with each 
lot number, address, SAGIS pin, and lot 
size already filled in. This process made it 
a lot easier to distinguish between lots and 
prevent overlap, both between lots and 
streets.

Survey Sheets
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Teams worked most efficiently when 
surveying in groups of 2-3. One person 
recording data, one person taking pictures 
and recording IRT temperatures, and  one 
person to confirm lot sizes and boundaries 
by referring to the map and counting trees 
in the back lot. 

Depending on who the team members are, 
an effective 3 person team or 2 person 
team might change. With more people, we 
can do ethnographic research and pick up 
trash.  

Woodville was not timed, but on average, 
we completed about 25 lots in 3 hours, 
but this number varied depending on the 
street length and the type of lots on it. 

•  Clipboard 
•  Pen 
•  IRT 
•  Survey sheets + map 
•  2-3 people 

Assigning jobs

Materials Needed 

Process
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From left to right: Seth Holland, Khun Maung, Tanvi Gudipudi
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After being out in the field, the surveys 
are scanned and uploaded to our Google 
Drive, and the data team inputs the 
surveys into an excel spreadsheet. 

The photos taken from the lots are 
uploaded to the drive and named with the 
corresponding SAGIS pins. 

20025-06008R                 photo of the right side of lot
20025-06008L                  photo of the left side of the lot
20025-06008C                 photo of the center of the lot
20025-06008RLC            panoramic photo encompassing all sides of the lot. 

The number is the SAGIS pin of each lot photographed

Photo Naming Convention

Post

Data Input
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After finishing surveying, we 
had a little over 35,000 data 
points on tree canopy coverage 
and temperature differences 
in Woodville and Hudson Hill. 
From then it was the job of 
the data management team to 
glean insights. The data was 
all compiled into two google 
sheets for each of the two 
neighborhoods. From then, the 
focus was on finding the best 
ways to analyze the data and 
communicate the findings. Our 
friend Michael Brenner  (SCAD, 
BFA, Graphic Design, 2005) 
pointed us to two softwares that 
would help in this: Datawrapper 
and RawGraphs. 

To an experienced data analyst, 
these may seem like trivial 
softwares, but for our team they 
proved to be just as powerful 
as we needed without being 
too overwhelming or requiring a 
steep learning curve. 

Data Analysis
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Using Datawrapper, the spreadsheet 
was connected to a file containing the 
geographic information for each parcel 
of land in the two neighborhoods. This 
file is known as a .geojson file and was 
downloaded through the SAGIS website.

 Our team then was able to link 
the geographic information to 
our spreadsheet, and see all the 
measurements we took for each parcel 
of land on a map in an interactive fashion. 
Though we were able to show any 
measurement we wanted, we decided that 
showing the percentage of impervious 
surfaces in the neighborhoods would be 
the most effective use of this software. 
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RawGraphs. Again, this is a relatively limited 
software in terms of flexibility with modeling 
data but was powerful enough for us to show the 
correlations we needed. 

We used this software with a focus on 
temperature readings. To do so, we isolated the 
four categories of temperature readings we took 
on different surfaces (lawn in the sun, lawn in the 
shade, road in the sun, road in the shade). Then 
we used one of the templates in RawGraphs called 
a slope chart to compare the four temperature 
measurements to the ambient air temperature 
that day. 

Furthermore, we divided the measurements into 
whether the day was sunny (little to no cloud 
coverage) or cloudy (mostly cloud coverage). 
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Another aspect of our data analysis was the use 
of the i-Tree canopy analysis tool. This website is a 
free-to-use software that uses satellite imagery to 
calculate tree canopy coverage for a selected area. 
After gaining approximately 1,300 data points for 
both Woodville and Hudson Hill, we were able to 
cross-reference our calculations on impervious vs 
pervious surfaces between the i-Tree software and 
our on-ground surveying. 
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This provided an excellent sanity check that our 
on-ground surveying was being done correctly and 
gave us confidence moving forward. Additionally, 
the software calculates the amount of stormwater, 
carbon, and other natural particulates that are 
sequestered or mitigated through trees. The final 
outcomes of these analyses can be seen in our 
infographics.
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Overall, our data team was initially overwhelmed 
at the amount of data gathered and felt helpless 
on how to sort through it all. Through help from 
Michael Brenner (next page) and the ability to chip 
away at things slowly, we were able to find some 
great insights on the current status of arbor equity 
in Woodville and Hudson Hill. 
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Is it interesting?

4 Principles to Make Data Visualization 
Clear and Compelling

Part of the team focused on visuals, 
infographics and presentations. (VIP 
team) Early on in the project we began 
an exploration on how to best present 
our findings not only to Savannah Tree 
Foundation, but for them to present to 
their targeted audience as well. 

1.  Data visualization is about telling a story.
2. Every choice made must come down to who your 
    audience is.
3. Design choices should be based on how human 
    perception works and not on what simply looks cool.
4. Interactivity should be used as a tool for deeper 
    engagement, not as the foundation of a data story.

Presenting Data
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As we went into analysis of our 
data from the neighborhoods we 
surveyed, one of the people who 
helped us was Michael Brenner. 
Michael, a SCAD alumnus (BFA, 
Graphic Design, 2005), founded 
a non-profit called Data4Change, 
which focuses on creating infor-
mative data visualizations to spur 
meaningful change for communities 
who need it most. Michael was kind 
enough to sit in on our class and 
tell us about his work, and proved 
to be helpful in the initial stages of 
our data analysis. In further con-
versation with just our data team, 
Michael proved to be invaluable 
in helping us organize our informa-
tion so that we didn’t start going 
crazy after looking at thousands of 
numbers all day. He explained to us 
the importance of having a master 
spreadsheet, creating backups of 
all our information, and using pivot 
tables to expedite our analysis. He 
was also able to point us in the right 
direction with which kind of soft-
ware to better show correlations 
within the data. Michael showed 
immense generosity of his time and 
wisdom, and was a huge help in the 
beginning stages of the data analy-
sis process.

Michael Brenner
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“Data doesn’t 
speak to people 
because it doesn’t 
allow viewers to 
live and experience 
the effects it 
represents in the 
real world. 

Timothy Morton



Allow people to 
enter into the data 
and experience 
it more directly. 
[We] need to make 
these complex 
factors visualized 
and palpable.” 
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• Beautiful 
• Compelling 
• Thought-provoking 
• Engaging

1. General 
Aesthetic

Considering the goals of this project, there 
where 4 categories that the team believed 
would be important to study and then 
apply for our work with Savannah Tree 
Foundation. 

Categories explored

Infographic
Research



https://visual.ly/community/Infographics/human-
rights/house-doesnt-always-win

Los Angeles Center for Urban Natural Resources Sustainability

101  • Social determinants of health

• Function 
• Education 
• Ecosystem 
  Services

• Red-lining 
• Gentrification 
• City planning 
• Urban Heat Island: causal factors 
• Mitigation 
• Future opportunities

3. Health & Society

2. Trees

4. Geographic Inequality
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This infographic represents the average 
temperatures recorded during the 
Woodville and Hudson hill tree canopy 
assessment. It uses a flat illustration style 
with some informative text highlighting 
what the temperatures are and where 
they were taken. The road can be made 
to resemble the overarching patterns in 
the graphs from our data. The illustration 
is simplified and easy to understand, and 
it allows for a lot of information to be 
provided.

Average Temperatures

Our Work

Note: The Woodville Graphic is not a completly 
accurate representation, as data was added after the 

visual was created. Savannah Tree Foundation will 
recieve the editable file as part of the Good 560 

hand-off packet. 
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The texture map infographic is an 
abstracted way of representing the 
pervious vs impervious coverage of land in 
Woodville and Hudson Hill. 

We have used the data drawn from the 
pervious vs impervious data recorded 
during the tree canopy assessment to give 
a textural experience of the landscapes. 
The visuals are impactful and give a sense 
of how the treatment of the landscape 
affects the environment, and subsequently 
the community.

Texture Map

Our Work
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Hudson Hill
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Our Work

This infographic conveys the importance of 
managing the existing tree canopy in West 
Savannah communities and strategically 
planting the next generation of trees. Only 
a mere 3% of trees in Hudson Hill and 
Woodville were freshly-planted, meaning 
that 97% of existing trees in these areas 
are established and reaching the end of 
their life cycle. If this amount of trees 
were to die out and be removed rather 
than maintained or properly replaced, 
the impact on these communities would 
be detrimental; from increased noise and 
air pollution to higher temperatures, the 
West Savannah communities would suffer 
from the loss of an already neglected tree 
canopy. 

Tree Age Distribution
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This infographic represents the amount of 
gasses absorbed by trees in an area. 
There is a comparison of Woodville and 
Hudson Hill in terms of what pollutants
are produced and absorbed by the trees. 
This also shows a detailed classification of 
the pollutants present in the environment 
which are further filtered with the help of 
trees.

These infographics talks about the benefits 
of trees in reducing noise pollution and 
stormwater retention. 

It has been proven that a sufficiently 
planted tree barrier can help reduce noise 
pollution in the neighborhood. Trees also 
help a city’s drainage system by absorbing 
water and channeling  it back into the 
environment.

Air Pollution

Noise Pollution and 
Stormwater Retention

Noise Pollution (left) and Stormwater 
Retention (right) on the next pages

Our Work
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The Title

Lenistrum quis rem rendae. Ut quiatecte eic te des 
perume pores ut abo. Ullaccus elloratur? It omnit 
faccus, quia non plique nulparc hiciae dolorep er-
natem utatem quiatem illest inum atibus volorrum

Incit ulliquo que siti dit ut et labo. Nem ipsamendi 
quiaspis parum repernatiis mod quam, id que vel-
lende labor maxim int quae nonsectinvel iligendici

Rit quis nestium volum abore pos autem rersper 
eprorerumquo cus a velignit fugia et mint acessi-
tatum laccus voluptia dolestio dolenim porest is 
aut ut autem voluptur? Rovidebita possit dolenim
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Digital Exhibition

The purpose of the website is to convey 
our journey and spread awareness about 
the process involved with tree canopy 
equity. 

We have created a journey map where 
users can see the steps involved and also 
see how we were able to help Savannah 
Tree Foundation with their ongoing goals.

This website acts as a digital exhibition of 
all our work and data collection methods 
which will help to clarify our  process and 
outcome.

Website
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A fun message

When partnering with Savannah Tree 
Foundation, we wanted to provide them 
with elements that they could use to 
spread awareness about the importance 
of trees and help users to easily access 
information about their work and 
objectives.

Each day, social media is more used 
by companies to communicate news 
about their products. Brands, people 
and organizations also use it as a very 
accessible means of communication. This 
is why we decided to create infographics 
that the Foundation could use in their own 
social media channels. 

We aimed to turn complex and messy 
information into something easy to 
understand to laymen, and create 
impactful infographics and spread them 
through digital channels and create 
interest. 

User: treesmatter560 
Login: ILOVETREES

Social Media
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Research

With an eye toward meaningful community 
input, our team hoped to learn about 
personal opinions on trees by asking 
individuals we met during tree surveys a 
list of 5 questions about the trees in their 
neighborhood. 

While this provided us with an opportunity 
to direct the course of these impromptu 
conversations, it wasn’t an effective way to 
gather this important information. 

Some reasons for this include: 
•  Our focus was primarily on tree canopy 
   data collection and it was difficult to do 
   both tasks at the same time

•  More training in conducting these 
   interviews could help teams feel more    
   comfortable in new environments. No 
   comprehensive tree management 
   program can be complete without 
   meaningful community feedback. 

Ethnographic

The survey and handout sheets spoken about in this 
section are both found in the Appendix. 
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Suggested next steps:

Because of our difficulties with 
ethnographic surveying, during our March 
3rd presentation we presented Savannah 
Tree Foundation with a handout of our 
thoughts on how to conduct future 
research in a more effective way . On 
page 140 we explore our insights and 
suggestions on how to explore some 
further research opportunities for the 
GOOD560 Summer class. 

For our approach in Hudson Hill, we 
engaged with many residents in open 
conversation about the tree canopy 
survey, but it was difficult to incorporate 
the survey questions into those 
conversations after they had begun in a 
more organic way.

However, we did have conversations 
with community leaders Dale Thorpe of 
Ardsley Park, Tyrone Ware of Woodville, 
Dawud Shabaka representing Hudson 
Hill, and Pastor Marsha Buford (joined 
later with Greg and Marshall Jones). The 
conversations with them gave us glimpses 
into the needs of the residents.
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To conclude, while any patterns here 
cannot be considered an accurate 
reflection of community consensus, our 
team saw an interesting contrast that 
could be explored further by the next 
team of researchers: No one in Ardsley 
Park mentioned the cost of maintenance 
when asked about their feelings about 
trees, yet 3 out of 5 interviewees in 
Woodville mentioned concerns associated 
with maintenance. If further interviews 
reveal this as a more common refrain 
from Woodville residents, it reflects the 
challenges of using green infrastructure 
such as tree canopies to reduce economic 
and social inequalities in the face of 
climate change. Any such effort should 
significantly reduce or eliminate tree 
maintenance burdens for lower-income 
communities.

Another interesting preliminary finding 
was that, when asked what their  favorite 
tree was , Woodville residents mentioned 
food-bearing trees (as did residents of 
Hudson Hill), which seems to suggest an 
opportunity.



What’s your favorite thing about this neighborhood?

“Love the trees.”

“Historic houses, trees.”

 “I like them, but some need to 
be cut back. Caring for them is 
expensive.”

 “It’s private, not a lot of traffic.”

“I love the trees, my yard gets 
shade from across the street.”

“The look, the environment, 
diversity.”

“I love the many trees in my 
neighborhood.”

“There aren’t that many; I’d like 
to plant more.”

“The sense of community, 
knowing the neighbors.”

“Trees and neighborhood.”

“I love trees, even when there 
dropping a lot of pollen and 
branches.”

“The trees and my neighbors.”

“I’m afraid of the trees falling 
on houses. Also they cause 
mosquitoes.”

“It’s quiet and not very noisy.”

“Trees is what makes Savannah!”

“Tree canopy, diversity of 
neighborhood.”

“It’s a quiet, calm environment. 
Despite the constant truck 
traffic, I can still hear the birds 
singing in the morning.”

Ardsley Park

Ardsley Park

Woodville

Woodville

How do you feel about the trees in your neighborhood?



“I want to plant a 
tree and grow old 
with it.” 

Woodville Resident



“The neighborhood 
has changed. I think 

it’s for the better, 
but we do have 

more work to do.”

Pastor Marsha Buford, on her 
West Savannah neighborhood
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Pastor Buford is a mother of 2, and has 8 
grandchildren. She’s the West Savannah 
Community President, and the class was lucky 
enough to meet her, and hear her thought on 
the forming of the Urban Tree Nursery based in 
Hudson Hill. 

The nursery nurtures the trees until they are ready 
to be distributed. The plan is to spread the trees 
accross the city to help redevelop the canopy. 

She also talked about the mural at the Nursery, 
created by Brian McGregor, and how art has the 
opportunity to incorporate both history and hope. 

Pastor Marsha Buford

Visiting the 
Urban Tree Nursery
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From left to right: 
María Carrau GOOD560, Scott Boylston and Pastor Marsha Beauford



“It’s gotten hotter 
here than when I 
was younger. We 
went to school 
in September in 
coats and boots.”

Pastor Marsha Buford



“Most kids don’t 
need that now. 

In Savannah,  
you never get to 
wear a real coat 

anymore.”
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Harambee House has been involved in 
making the communities voice be heard on 
issues of Climate Justice. 

In Hudson Hill, one of the issues they 
are trying to address is the air quality. 
Residents and visitors alike can smell the 
fumes comming into the neighborhood 
from the large companies based on 
Lathrop Road yet for years it is an issue 
that has remained unadressed.  

The goal is to deploy 30 air quality 
monitors to gather data to present in an 
irrefutable way. 

Harambee House on 
Opportunities

Hudson Hill
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Dawud Shabaka of Harambee House 
Photo Credit: Shreyas Athreya
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4Future
Towards the .



.
The infographics are only the 

beginning for Savannah Tree 

Foundation. The data is the starting 

point for a range of possibilities 

that spread awareness and build 

an interest in protecting our city’s 

trees. We propose Stops for Shade, 

a campaign to promote urban tree 

canopy education. This section 

goes further in depth on the 

implementation of the infographics 

across public transport in Savannah.

This is only the beginning for SCAD 

and Savannah Tree Foundation. 

The summer GOOD 560 class will 

carry this work forward, collecting 

tree surveys from West Savannah 

and Ardsley Park with our team’s 

streamlined data collection process. 

The focus will shift to studying the 

Urban Heat Island effect, but there is 

still a need for ethnographic data to 

be collected.
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We developed 4 key concepts that 
Savannah Tree Foundation could use as 
an immersive experience in the future on 
their journey to solicit responses from 
their stakeholders and from the public. 
These where presented to them during 
our May 3rd presentation. 

Idea I: Feel the Heat

Idea II: Bricks & Branches

Idea III: Amongst the Trees

Idea IV:  Stops for Shade
This was the final idea selected. 

A Collaborative Exploration

Applications 
of our findings
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#TREESARECOOL

Bus stops not only offer people a 
place to sit and wait for the next bus 
to arrive, but they can sometimes also 
serve as a place where they can hide 
from the sun on a hot day. Like trees, 
bus stops provide shade; however, 
unlike trees, these structures are 
man-made.

Stops for Shade is an art installation 
that gives bus stops a third purpose: 
tree education. 

Stops for Shade

By displaying the infographics the 
GOOD 560 class created using 
tree survey data collected from 
the Woodville and Hudson Hill 
communities, we hope to educate 
consumers around the relationship 
between trees and urban heat 
islands, noise pollution, air quality, 
stormwater control and overall 
quality of life within different 
communities. 
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It exposes the tree disparity that 
exists across Savannah and aims 
to spotlight the need for better 
control, growth and management 
of the next generation of trees, 
especially in areas that have been 
underrepresented and lack a healthy 
tree canopy today. 

The goal is to not only bring 
awareness to the importance of 
trees across Savannah, but to 
create a sense of urgency amongst 
residents and drive support of 
Savannah Tree Foundation’s mission. 



136  Certain goals on how much ground we would have to cover were presented 
to us even before the 10 week project began, and this included the three 
neighborhoods of Woodville, Hudson Hill and West Savannah. At the 
beginning of the course we were uncertain if this would be an achievable 
endeavor. 

We then decided that we would do our best to complete the neighborhoods 
with comprehensive data, focusing on quality over quantity. 

In the end we ended up exceeding our expectations, and discovered that 
with attainable goals, and a plan or formula we were able to get to the end. 
As Design for Sustainability students, we’ve studied the effects of falling into 
systems traps such as Drift to Low Performance or Seeking the Wrong Goal 
and how they can affect a situation. Being aware of these traps allowed us to, 
if not completely avoid them, at least find the opportunities within them. 

Having a plan, or even a structure, helps. We were able to cut the time we 
surveyed in Hudson Hill to a quarter of what we did in Woodville with a plan, 
and therefore believe that future teams can do the same, be it surveying the 
canopy, or any other goals they may set out to do. 

Our Process

Reflections
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As previously stated in our Assumptions (page 21), we began the surveying 
process confident that our presence as students would gain, if not a positive 
reaction, at least an ambivalent one. On certain occasions this was true, 
though we were initially confronted predominantly with suspicion. This 
is because historically, the neighborhoods west of Savannah have been 
historically marginalized, and we hadn’t really thought through Woodville and 
Hudson Hill’s past experience with outsiders coming into their neighborhood, 
and how that might affect our ability to build relationships there. The default 
was often distrust, and for them, that was a fair assumption, since their 
neighborhood hasn’t been treated with a lot of respect. 

We discovered that by being proactive about the survey, greeting 
neighborhood residents and communicating with them the reason for our 
presence, we actually achieved much more in depth ethnographic responses, 
deeper interpersonal conversations, and learned about the needs of the 
community from the community members themselves. 

When we began surveying Hudson Hill, we then assumed that their reactions 
would be similar to those of Woodville, which was not always the case. 
Assumptions must always be questioned.

Resident Reactions

Palm trees are not classified as trees, they are a type of grass. 

Having so many palm trees makes it confusing when residents consider them 
to be trees. Educating people on the urban canopy includes an understanding 
of what the canopy consists of, and why some species work in certain areas 
better than in others. 

Palm Trees are not Trees

TREE: 
A woody perennial plant, typically having a single stem 
or trunk growing to a considerable height and bearing 
lateral branches at some distance from the ground.
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Being Conscientious about Priorities 

Pastor Marsha Buford mentioned the opportunity of doing a neighborhood 
walk with us (or the coming summer class) to segue our presence into the 
West Savannah Neighborhood. 

Another possibility to gather information directly from residents is to 
visit Nursing Homes to talk with people who lived the history of their 
neighborhood firsthand and have seen it change, for better or worse. This 
environment is safer than intruding on people’s residences, and could offer a 
different perspective. 

However, those voices wouldn’t reference what younger members of the 
community might be needing. If future surveyors do interview at nursing 
homes, they should also think of participating in other community service 
opportunities that puts them face to face with younger voices, such as visiting 
schools and teaching those residents the survey process as a field trip. Other 
activities are also possible, which was an idea set out by Savannah Tree 
Foundation early on in our Woodville data collection activities. 

As a final idea, Savannah Tree Foundation could partner with local businesses 
to create postcards. These would be delivered to residents’ mailboxes with a 
QR code to our online survey that would include incentives for the residents. 
The incentives would give them a reason to answer questions in their own time. 

During the Woodville community meeting, and in conversation with 
Pastor Marsha Buford and City Marshall Jones and other members of the 
community, we learned some of the priorities the community members have 
before delving into UHI. 

These include empty lots around the community, that when abandoned or not 
taken care of exacerbates crimes, trash dumping (with emphasis on old tires), 
and the issues related to truck movement and activity on residential streets 
or near them. 

Moving Forward with Ethnographic Research
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The insight of picking up trash was first brought up by a team member after 
assisting a Woodville Community Meeting (page 28), and was implemented 
for the remainder of the Woodville Survey Process. We were unable to 
continue this in Hudson Hill because of time constraints. 

However, when members of the team returned to Woodville to shoot 
footage for the informational video, they noticed that the trash collected 
has not been replaced. This demonstrates the potential for  trash pick-up, 
and it’s nice to see that it makes a difference. 

Trash collection does take a long time, and our teams sometimes got 
distracted with the immediate gratification of making a difference with the 
trash pick up instead of  doing the survey, which has future implications that 
we might never see. 

Making sure to do right by the community should never be overlooked.

People can’t think about walking through their neighborhood and appreciating 
the benefits of trees if they can’t even walk safely, and the lack of sidewalks is 
a huge factor in this. 

The Woodville High School is an extreme example of this, as not only does it 
lack sidewalks by which students, faculty or pedestrians may access it, but it 
is also right by the highway, which affects safety and is in direct opposition to 
learning because of the air pollution and noise pollution concentrated in this 
space. 

Hostile architecture includes the absence of infrastructure. 

Trash

Hostile Architecture  
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If nothing else, anyone involved in the 
creation of a tree management plan 
should remember the following: it’s not 
about planting more trees.

Its about...
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R I G H T  T R E E S

R I G H T  P L A C E S

R I G H T  R E A S O N S

R I G H T  P E O P L E

the

in the

for the
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Extras

In this section, we’re attaching the notes, 

documents and more details on all the extra 

activities we accomplished alongside our tree 

surveying. 

Our Google Drive helped us streamline the 

data collection process, and is an important tool  

GOOD560 Summer class and Savannah Tree 

Foundation will need in the future. 
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During our surveying we have kept all 
of our important documents in a shared 
Google Drive folder. 

This contains everything from raw 
survey data to photos to infographics, 
brainstorming sessions, etc. 

Exploring the drive should be pretty self 
explanatory, but it is important to keep 
things organized as you gather data, and to 
delete unnecessary things as well to avoid 
clutter.

GOOD560’s Google Drive will be 
transfered to Savannah Tree Foundation at 
the end of the 10 week project. 

Google Drive Onboarding

What’s 
in the Drive
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This folder includes Savannah Tree 
Foundation branding information 
and all of our presentations from 
throughout the quarter, including 
week 2, midterm, and final 
presentations. 

The secondary research folder 
includes the readings on the urban 
heat island effect and urban tree 
management plans in other cities. 
Useful information for gaining 
an initial understanding of what 
Savannah Tree Foundation and the 
GOOD 560 class is about. 

The data folder includes scanned 
survey sheets, lot photos, and 
ethnographic survey information for 
each road and each neighborhood 
that is surveyed. Also included are 
maps of the neighborhoods and the 
actual google sheets with all the 
survey data inputted.

The infographics folder contains the 
final renders of all our infographics and 
the Adobe Illustrator / Photoshop / 
InDesign files.

The deliverables folder includes our 
final deliverables from the quarter 
- process book and an instructional 
video.

The general folder includes general 
helpful information. This includes a 
contact sheet of every one involved 
with this class from the spring quarter, 
photo taking instructions for surveying, 
and some general photos from 
throughout the class.

03_VISUALS/PRESENTATIONS 04_SECONDARY RESEARCH

01_DATA 02_INFOGRAPHICS

05_DELIVERABLES 06_GENERAL
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Ethnographic
Material 
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We wish GOOD 560 Summer 
and Savannah Tree Foundation 

luck. 




